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Nursing students publish article in journal
A

fter nearly four years of research, a group of Winona
State University nursing students published an article
in the "Western Journal of Nursing Research."
The article was first published online in September 2013
and will be in the print edition of the journal this month.
Professor Cindy Scherb oversaw the group's progress,
and graduate nursing students Jamey Bina, Maria
Schomburg and Lindsay Tippetts began to research the
topic in fall 2010.
"After all the hard work that we put into our thesis
and subsequent manuscript, it was very exciting to be a
published author," Tippetts said.
Their research topic was shared governance, which is
a collaborative management style that encourages the
involvement of front line nurses in the decision making
process.
This concept has shown the nursing practice
environment has enhanced, improved organizational
outcomes and engages more nurses.
"Enhancing nurse involvement in decision-making is a

starting point in addressing the nursing shortage," Tippetts
said, "and acts as one variable in assisting with the
retention and recruitment of nurses."
The group performed a descriptive comparative
secondary data analysis. They compared the involvement
of nurses without shared governance in 2004, with
the same nurses in 2010, but this time under a shared
governance system, Tippetts said.
The group was prepared to find the scores of nurses
improved because of the expected positive outcomes of
shared governance. The results of their research actually
contradicted the existing research and the scores had
dropped, Tippetts said.
"The most valuable thing I learned from the whole
experience was that I enjoy research and would like to do
more in my future," Tippetts said.
The paper originally started as a 111-page thesis to fulfill
the Nursing and Organizational Leadership part of the
master's nursing program at Winona State. Scherb said it
was publishable.

'I was very proud of my thesis group and thankful for
Cindy's expertise and guidance through the process,"
Tippetts said.
The group started working on the thesis in fall 2010, and
the manuscript was written in summer 2012, which was
reduced to 16 pages to meet the journal's requirements.
Many revisions later, the manuscript was accepted in
July 2013.
"The hardest thing about the whole process was
finding enough time to dedicate to the lengthy and timeconsuming endeavor," Tippetts said. "The easiest thing
about the research process as a whole was having an
incredible team to work with."

JORDAN GERARD
news reporter

jgerardll@winona.edu
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Lindsay Tippetts (left) and Jamey Bina (right) next to their research project.
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Textual health: the pros and cons of a digital life
F

or National Public Health Week,
Winona State University's public
health club hosted an event to inform
students about the impact texting can have
on health.
Vice president of the public health club
Ashley Ouradnik said she was hoping
to raise awareness on the health issues
related to texting.
"We've been so focused on the texting
and driving campaign," Ouradnik said,
"We forget about the other effects texting
has on us."
Ouradnik and the public health club
focused on three areas of our life texting
impacts: the physical, mental and social
aspects.
Ouradnik said texting causes physical
problems like damaged eyesight and
posture and mental problems such as
decreases in cognition and social problems
like straining relationships.
Sophomore public health major Grace
Pesch said she was intrigued by the
"sexting" phenomena of texting and its
impact.
"Sexting has been a prevalent problem
in our society," Pesch said. "And
while it can be fun, it has some serious
consequences."

Pesch said she has heard of several
cases where a life has been lost because of
a "sexting" situation gone wrong.
Jessica Logan was an 18-year-old teen
from Ohio who committed suicide two
months after graduating high school
because her ex-boyfriend leaked naked
photos of her after they broke up.

WITH THE WORLD
BECAUSE ANYTHING
WE NEED CAN BE
ACCESSED WITH OUR
FINGERTIPS.
-YOSHI NIN

The embarrassment and harassment she
received from classmates after the incident
drove her to take her own life.
"I just think it's a really sad thing with
someone like Jessica, who decided to take
their own life because of something like
'sexting,'" Pesch said. "It really puts in
perspective just how much texting can
really affect our lives."
Yoshi Nin, a public health major from
Japan in his last semester at Winona State,
said personal connections to the outside
world is affected by texting.
"People have less social experience with
the world because anything we need can
be accessed with our fingertips," Nin said.
Nin said people already have a hard
enough time causally greeting someone
with a "hello" or "how are you doing" on
the street. Now people can just pull their
phone out of their pocket and pretend to
look at it if they want to avoid interaction,
Nin said.
"Texting makes the problem even
worse," Nin said.
Another problem Ouradnik and the
public health club touched on was the
feeling of constant attachment to our
mobile devices.
Ouradnik said with cell phones,

people feel like they must always be
readily available to them, while this is an
unrealistic expectation.
Not everything about texting and cell
phones is negative, there are also some
positives to come from them, Ouradnik
said.
"Cell phones allow us to communicate
quickly," Ouradnik said, "like make or
cancel plans or contact someone while on
the run or in a rush."
"There are pros and cons to cell phones
and texting," Ouradnik said. "I just hope
students can learn to balance the two."
Accounting major Cecilia Clark
attended the event and said it has made her
more aware of texting and how it impacts
her life.
"I'm not sure I learned a ton of new
information, but I definitely became more
aware of how much texting affects my
life. I was surprised at all the ways texting
affects our lives, especially in ways I never
even considered," Clark said.

BENJAMIN STRAND
news reporter
bstrandll @winona.edu

• 12:52 p.m.
11:27 p.m.

Residence Life requested assistance with a drug violation in the Quad.
The matter was referred to the hall director

Residence Life requested assistance from Security regarding a possible
drug violation.
rammnmamH«
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I 9:00 a.m.

2:35 a.m.

EMS and Security were dispatched to Morey Hall regarding an intoxicated
individual. Subject was transported to the hospital and referred to
Residence Life.

Security and EMS responded to Minne Hall regarding a medical
situation. The student was not transported to the hospital.
I 12:55 p.m.

A staff member reported the theft of a university laptop from
an office sometime within the past three weeks. The matter was
referred to the director of security.

I 1:43 p.m.

Security was summoned to Chartwell's regarding a harassment complaint.
The person responsible (non student) was removed from University
property and referred to Immigration Services.

I 2:30 p.m.

Security responded to Kryzsko Commons regarding a student who
refused to leave an office after being told to leave the building. Law
enforcement also responded, and the student was removed from
the university. The matter was referred to the dean of students and
director of security.
1

Residence Life requested assistance with a possible drug alcohol

Security responded to Sheehan Hall where two individuals were arguing and
allegedly assaulted each other. The matter was referred to the director of
security and residence life.

violation in Lourdes Hall.

• 12:02 a.m.
Security responded toTau Center regarding a student who had previously
been restricted from the Halls. The matter was referred to the director of
security, law enforcement and the university conduct officer.
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/1:00 p.m.

17:17 a.m.

• 11:35 p.m.

Several students were cited for an alcohol violation in Lourdes Hall.
The matter was referred to the hall director
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Climate summit builds recycled trees
C

limate Change, an issue which has caught the attention
of many in politics and the media, was addressed when
Winona State University hosted Climate Summit this past
weekend.
The tree building event was a project for students in
GS460, who included other students in the event.
The event organizers worked to encourage student
involvement in the recycled tree building contest by
emailing students, asking related clubs and the resident
housing association to urge students to enter the contest.
Andrew Johnson, the student coordinator of Climate
Summit, said their goal was to "educate Winona State
students as well as the community about the benefits of
recycling and living sustainably."
The recycled tree building contest took place on campus
from 1:30-4:30 p.m. on Friday, April 11. During this time,
groups brought their trees to showcase for a vote that took
place democratically among all attendees. Each tree needed
to be a minimum of six feet tall and made of recycled
materials.
Zach Nelson, a member of Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity,
built a tree along with other fraternity members because
they "felt it could be a spectacle that would help motivate
other students to recycle," Nelson said.
The event itself took only a few hours to put together,
but the brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma had been collecting
recyclables for over a month. Their tree primarily consisted
of aluminum cans, plastic bottles and paper.
Despite the large encouragement for student
participation, no students outside of the class officially
entered the contest. Therefore, no winner was announced.
Johnson, as well as other organizers of the event, were
disappointed with the lack of student body involvement,
but they hope similar events in the future will be better
attended and supported.

VICTORIA MCKENZIE
news reporter
vmckenziel 2@winona.edu

Volunteer Meredith Benson and Independent study student Georgia DeMun sit among the recycled trees.
ANNA BUTLER

Grad Finale: the end of something
O

n Monday, April 14, many of Winona
State University's seniors dragged
themselves out of the library or off the
couch and crowded the Student Activity
Center with one thing on their minds:
graduation.
Monday was the Grad Finale, which
happens on both Rochester and Winona
campuses once each semester.
It's an opportunity for seniors to get
everything set for graduation all in one
place: from giving their contact information
to the Alumni Society to checking the
spelling of their name to buying enough
graduation announcements to send to all of
their grandmothers.
Heather Kosik, the associate director of
Alumni Relations at Winona State, said
that's what the Grad Finale is all about.

4*News
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"They can do everything they need to
before the big day," Kosik said. "Tie up all
those loose ends in one spot."
As a bonus, the bookstore offered 20
percent off of all purchases of graduationrelated items during the Grad Finale.
This is what English and global studies
double major Michelle Johnson said
brought her to the event.
"I heard things were on sale. Cap, gown,
tassel thingys," said Johnson
But Johnson, eying the engraved Winona
State picture frames, said she would pass
on those. When her sister graduated in
2009, "my parents made their own frame,"
Johnson said.
Michelle McCoy was sitting behind
the Career Services table. Surrounded by
clipboards, pens and mini candy bars, the

graduate assistant had the job of asking
each senior who stopped by the table
whether or not they had a job or further
schooling lined up after graduation.
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities requires each member school
to have 85 percent of its graduates fill out
the follow-up survey, McCoy said. It is a
way to hold schools accountable and make
sure graduates are doing something. And if
they are not, then something can be done
about it.
Although the data is important, McCoy
said it was a tough question to ask
graduates.
"We hate asking, to be honest," McCoy
said, who will graduate this May as well.
And of course, replies varied widely,
from grins to grimaces.

The event meant something different for
each senior, but many shared a sense of
grim realization.
Hannah Nickelson, an English major,
said the Grad Finale was, for her, the first
sense of an ending to her time at Winona
State.
"It's super surreal," Nickelson said. "I've
been completely denying it up until having
to buy these things."
Nickelson said, like many graduates, she
does not have a definite plan for life after
Winona State.
But is she excited about what's next?
"Certainly," she said.

MARCIA RATLIFF
editor-in-cheif
mratliffl)9@winona.edu
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Get Yourself Tested week
promotes STI awareness
A

ccording to the Center of Disease Control
and Prevention, one in two people will
contract a sexually transmitted infection (STI) by
the age of 25. This is roughly half of the Winona
State University student population by the time
they graduate.
Last week, Winona State Health and Wellness
Services, Bedsider, Winona State University
and the Semcac Clinic teamed up to host Get
Yourself Tested Awareness week. The weeklong
series consisted of educational events, programs
and activities to help raise awareness to students
about the importance of STI testing and resources
available in the Winona community.
"It's important for students to understand
how STIs are transmitted, so they can protect
themselves and their future partners," health and
wellness promotion graduate student Shawnessy
Mohawk said.
Monday night's "Avoid the Stork with
Bedsider" taught students how they can find the
perfect birth control that is right for them. Last
Tuesday students stopped by the Wellness Center
and picked up free "Safe Sex Kits" and learned
about the resources for STI testing.
Two different events took place last
Wednesday. In the afternoon, Wellness
Wednesday's Bedpost Confessions discussion
provided students with new ways of looking at
sex and relationships. At night, Bedsider and Pure
Romance by Kathreen Smith hosted "Sexy Trivia
Night." The trivia night included questions about
contraception and STIs, and it gave students the
opportunity to talk about their favorite sexy lines
from movies.
Last Thursday, Winona State's communication
studies' persuasion and advocacy students hosted
a condom egg hunt. Students searched for eggs
filled with condoms, facts and other resources.

STI testing was available for students
throughout the week
The health and wellness services main focus
last week was to teach students about the
importance of regular STI screening. They also
made efforts in increasing awareness about sexual
health to allow students to feel more comfortable
when talking about their sexual health with their
partner, healthcare provider or family.
Mohawk believes in stressing the importance
of regular STI testing amongst sexually active
people.
"One of the most common misconceptions
people have about sexually transmitted infections
is that someone with an STI will always show
symptoms. Often people with STIs don't show
any symptoms at all and can still pass the
infections on to other people," Mohawk said.
Health and wellness advocate president Ally
Wadewitz said the primary purpose of Get
Yourself Tested week was to teach students about
contraceptives and STIs.
Overall, health and wellness services said they
were pleased with the student turnouts they had.

This week
in Winona...
Judith Ramley Celebration of Research
arid Creative Scholarship Symposium
Time: 1-5 p.m.
1^
Place: East Hall
^
Contact: mdelong@winona.edu

Empty Bowls
Time: 11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
f Hf
Place: SLC Atrium
Contact: aplummer@winona.edu

AJ

Once Upon a Time
Time: 8 a m.- 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Half Gallery
Contact: aplummer@winona.edu

JESSICA BENDZICK
news reporter

jbendzickl O@winona.edu

252 East 3rd

Bea nrwrrimr
for the
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Multi-Day event: April 21-25
mona

Contact Julia Sand at
jsandlO@winona.edu
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MUDAC offers students real life experience
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Students compete to analyze their work at Fastenal before the 24-hour limit.

A

Winona State University team placed third at the
third annual Midwest Undergraduate Data Analytics
Competition (MUDAC), on Saturday, April 5 and Sunday,
April 6. Winona State hosted MUDAC for the third year
after founding the competition back in 2012.
The director of MUDAC, Chris Malone, said the
competition was created to give undergraduates the
opportunity to work with real statistical data.
"We wanted to give students the opportunity to solve a
data analytic problem for a real company," Malone said.
Malone said the local fastener distribution company,
Fastenal, has worked with MUDAC for the past three
years. Fastenal supplies the students with a real data
problem from within the company, and the students are
given 24 hours to solve the problem, write a report and
present their findings to the judges.
Undergraduate students with an interest in statistical
data are able to compete from all over the Midwest.
The competition is open to students from Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, North Dakota and South Dakota.
Jaron Abrbet, a team member from Winona State, said
he has participated for the past two years because it is a
unique experience.

6*News —

"One thing that's cool is that it's one of a kind," Arbet
said. "Winona is one of the few schools that have this."
Arbet has watched the competition develop over the
past two years and said it has grown in size. The first year
Winona State hosted MUDAC 57 students competed, and
this year almost 100 students participated.
New to the competition was the panel of judges Winona
State set up. Faculty members, Fastenal employees and
judges from other companies were there to analyze student
work.
Along with Fastenal, MUDAC welcomed judges
from Medtronic, 3M and Mayo Clinic. Not only did the
panel of judges share advice with the students, but they
also allowed participants to submit their resumes to the
representatives, Malone said.
Dylan Abts, a statistics major, was one participant to
submit his a resume to the panel of judges this year. He
said it was a great opportunity for students to mingle
with future employers and a way for students to seek out
possible internship opportunities.
Abts also expressed how participating in MUDAC for
the past three years has given him a leg up on competition
in the field, especially since there is no competition of this

kind for undergraduate students in the nation.
"Employers have already commented on how unique
MUDAC is on a resume and are interested to learn more
about it," Abts said.
For future years, Abts recommends the panel of judges
come back, for MUDAC to continue to work with Fastenal
and the panel be open for students to ask questions.
Both Abts and Arbet expressed their fondness for the
competition and both said if it were not for graduating,
they would come back and compete again next year.

EMILY DEAN
news reporter
edeanl3@winona.edu

-April 16,2014

Musical inspiration for the student's soul
F

or orchestra and string ensemble director Paul Vance,
music has always been a huge part of his life thanks to
Broadway musicals.
When the Beatles became all the rage in 1964, Vance
picked up the guitar and became a full-time musician, but
it was a concert in Salzburg, Austria that got him to where
he is today.
After hearing his first classical chamber music in
Salzburg in 1972, Vance fell in love with the cello and
kept it as his focus throughout his musical career. Having
been a professor at Winona State University for the past
18 years, it is a focus he has used to inspire students like
sophomore Emily Maire.
As a music education major with an emphasis in
instrumentation, Maire has been involved with string
instruments since third grade.
"In my elementary school, they recruited the third
graders, we went into the orchestra room, and they let us
play the individual instruments. And I fell in love with the
violin. It was the only instrument that ill my small hand
and the first time I played it, the first time I bowed it, I fell
in love with it," Maire said.
Similar to Maire, junior Anne Buezis had a similar
story of falling for an instrument, but her story was one of
independence.
"They let us try the instruments. My sister and my
grandmother both play violin, and so I had a really good
idea that I wanted to play a string instalment. But I didn't
want to play violin because I wanted to V»e different. So
then I tried the viola, and I'm like, 'T!d <s pretty cool,"'
Buezis said.

05 TO SOME
COOL CULTURAL EXPERIEHi"
-ANNE BUEZIS
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Both Maire and Buezis participate in orchestra and
performed at the string ensemble. Even though staying
involved in activities can sometimes be difficult, for these
two ladies there was no question as to whether or not they
should stay involved, finding it hard to stop when music
was the biggest aspect in their lives.
Vance said directing is an amazing experience.
"It is always a treat to work with th»i group. I started
this group when I came to WSU in 1996, so it is sort of my
creation. The students are wonderful, very responsive, and
they bring a great deal of passion and energy to what they
do," Vance said.
The passion and energy is something Maire and Buezis

April 16,2014

Emily Maire and Anne Buezis perform in the spring recital concert.

both echoed as a part of string ensemble they love. It is
also the unique and personal opportunities the ensemble
gives them that make them want to keep playing in it.
"Orchestra is about 50 people," Maire said. "It's big
enough to where you don't know the person on the
opposite side of the room. But through string ensemble,
you're just like hey, 'I get to know you on a personal level,
get to see you grow in your instrument and get to see you
become a really great string player.'"
Maire and Buezis are both part of a trio who meet every
Monday, and, for them, this makes the music experience
even more personal.
"Because every Monday we spend an hour and a half
together,"Buezis said, "playing with three people, you
have to learn how to blend with each other and how

TAYLOR NYMAN

everything f-ts together and how to bring out parts, make it
sound really good."
From Friday, April 25, through Sunday, April 27, the
Gala weekend for the music department will feature the
orchestra, band and choir.
"I think everyone should go to some music concert at
least once in their college career because it's a really cool
cultural experience," Buezis said.
For Buezis and Maire, in the end, it's all about where
they got their start and what keeps the passion alive.

BY SAM STETZER

feature writer
sstetzerl 2@winona.edu
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Two students working at Mugby Junction, a popular place for students to apply for summer employment.

S

ummer is coming. A few students during these last
few weeks have been preparing by stretching out on
the grass and getting a jump on their tans, but for many
Winona State University students, the advent of summer
means shooting their resume out to ny company who
will take them.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics found about half of all
youth aged 16 to 24 were employed in July 2013. That's
+ uo by 11
about 19.7 million workers: a figure
percent since April 2013. 26 percv
^ ere
in hospitality and food services, and 1 v
were in
retail.
This adds up to a lot of students vying fo i . ^ame
minimum-wage jobs at Dairy Queen and Forever 21.
Sam Clausen-Mckiver, a freshman from Minneapolis,
Minn., is one of many students throwing his hat into the
ring. He's hoping for a local fast food job, possibly at
Ground Round.
Not exactly his passion.
"A job is a job," Clausen-Mckiver said.
Clausen-Mckiver is studying political science and
psychology at Winona State, and although he doesn't
know exactly where this will take him post-graduation,
he knows it's not to a fast food restaurant. Besides, food
service isn't even his ideal summer gig. Under different

8*Life

circumstances, he'd like to be a camp counselor.
"But they don't pay as well," he said. "I need money."
Amanda Hamlett, a freshman from Apple Valley,
Minn., is keeping her job at Fleet Farm this summer. It's
definitely not because she can't get enough of it.
"It's kind of boring," she said.
Hamlett is going for accounting and hopes one day to
do auditing for companies, but in the meantime she is
stuck in the minimum-wage labor pool. Like ClausenMckiver, a lot of her motivation comes from the money.
But some of it just comes from being employed.
"I feel good having a job," she said. "I can't imagine
spending a summer without one."
Finance major Nick Roepke, however, can.
"I don't want to work," he said. "I don't need to."
Roepke, a junior, is planning on taking classes and
focusing on his workout plan this summer. His plans for
after May aren't finalized, but for now they look like
"summer school and chilling," he said.
His decision not to work for a job, he said, was partially
because jobs and school hadn't mixed for him in the past.
"If you can do it, you're good," he said. But he would
be saving the time for studying unless something came
along.
Kyler Argot, a sophomore business major, isn't looking

HANNAH JONES

for work either. At least, not the kind most students are
going for. His dream job is to one day own his own
business.
"I want to be my own boss. I don't want to work for
anyone," he said, and until that day, he'll be focusing on
his studies as well.
It's one thing to abstain from applying, but sadly, plenty
of students who do apply will run into hard luck pinning
down a job. Last July, the unemployment rate for youth
was 16.3 percent. The good news: that number has since
dropped from the previous year, going from 4 million to
3.8 million.
And for those who for whatever reason won't be
working, hey—there's always the tan.

BY HANNAH JONES
feature editor
hjones09@winona.edu
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Multiplied by ten: The Venetian Twins'
F

ew people knew what to expect when
they went to "The Venetian Twins," but
regardless, it isn't what they thought.
Part of this was due to the genre. "The
Venetian Twins" falls under a category
of theater called commedia deH'arte. The
form is mostly known for its outrageous
physicality, and in this regard, the cast of
"The Venetian Twins" delivered.
Every movement was a grand gesture or
a catastrophic fit. Lilly Roe, who played
the part of both Zanetto and his twin

brother, Tonino, managed to put herself in
a different body for each character.
Her portrayal of Tonino: dashing and
smart, moving in a series of dramatic
flourishes—every so often peppered with a
comical slip-up and sheepish awkwardness.
Her Zanetto: plainly idiotic, slack-faced,
hunched and gawking like a caveman.
The most impressive part of "The
Venetian Twins" was the ability of each of
the actors to turn themselves into cartoon
characters. Their movements were manic;

"THE MORP

their expressions were elastic.
Arlecchino, played by Adam Calcagno,
was Daffy Duck in motley. Every
turn found him down on his luck and
volcanically furious about it. At periods
he physically shook with anger, pulling
the biggest Grumpy Cat disgruntled face
physically possible within the limits of
human skin.
Those who knew Calcagno thought
the cartoony commedia dell'arte style fit
him better than his jester costume. Senior

Margot Friedli was thrilled to see this
animated side of him come out on stage.
"It's very him," Friedli said. "He's just
being himself on stage.".
Megan Hayes, a mutual friend to both of
them, interjected her agreement.
"Adam's not acting," Hayes said. "It's
Adam times ten. Plus tights."
"Times Ten" seemed to be the rule in
general for the performance. Not only were
emotions and actions pumped to the max,
the set and costumes were louder than
the actors and the pop culture references
saturated throughout the entirety of the
script.
Every turn saw a new reference to
something topical. The play opened to
the Seinfeld theme, there was an alleged
Miley Cyrus sighting and even a homage
to good old-fashioned 90s public service
announcements.
"In Venice, we say, 'friendship is more
important than life itself,"' Tonino said.
The lights dimmed, and there were a
few soothing piano notes before Rowan
Garrigan, wearing a star costume, ran
across the stage, beaming and trailing
rainbow streamers.
"'The more you know,"' Tonino said
reverently.
Attendees agreed: the play itself was
funny, but the pop culture references made
it hysterical. Freshman Emma VanVactor- •
Lee found it, in a word, "lovely."
"The references to modern things were
great," she said. "There were a lot more
bits than I thought there would be."
Sophomore Phil Pronschinske also
wasn't expecting to see so much of "the
now" in a form of theater hundreds of years
old.
"It was sort of balancing the old formal
feel with breaking the fourth wall," he said.
"The Venetian Twins" achieved its
surprise by being a marriage of something
old and something new, two sides of the
same coin that could not be more different,
and a complete refusal to take itself—or
anything—seriously.

BY HANNAH JONES
HANNAH JONES
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feature editor
hjones09@winona.edu
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return of campus
E

very spring, Lauren's Pond, located on
the side of the Performing Arts Center
near Somsen Hall, welcomes back more than
100 fish.
General repair worker Scott Engler enjoys
the pond because of what it stands for: a
green campus.
The pond, built from primarily private
donations, is named after previous president
Darrell Krueger's wife Lauren.
"Dr. Krueger was very into this campus to
keep it green," Engler said. "He would walk
through campus and say, 'Hey, we need to
get this fixed, we need to get that fixed.' He
was very into keeping the campus beautiful."
Facilities work hard to keep the campus
beautiful, but they are also responsible for
caring for the fish in the summer. In the
spring and summer months, the pond is
home to three koi fish and more than 100
types of goldfish.
In mid-October, when the cold weather
makes a more permanent appearance,
workers drain the pond and relocate the fish
to their winter home. When spring comes,
workers must clean garbage, leaves, mud and
grime from the pond to welcome back the
fish.
From October to April, the fish take a
hiatus from the public eye, as they are kept
under the care of biology professor Neal
Mundahl. The fish are kept in the aquatics
lab in the basement of Pasteur Hall. While
the public cannot view the fish during these
months, primarily because of research
purposes, Mundahl enjoys the work.
"I just enjoy keeping them healthy until
they can return to their outside pond,"
Mundahl said. "Every summer, the goldfish
produce more young while in the pond, so
there are always a variety of older and new,
young fish to care for indoors."
During the winter, the fish eat floating
pellet food two to three times a week. In the
summer, the diet of the fish is more varied.
Winona residents have been known to feed
the fish. They eat various plants, algae and
other food in the pond.
"We don't feed the fish in the summer,"
Engler said. "Day care does. They give them
a jar of food and kids come over from day
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care every day and feed the fish. They have
them named also. It's very nice."
The fish are not the only inhabitants for the
pond. According to Engler, ducks have also
been known to swim in the pond.

!GER WAS VERY
INTO THIS CAMPUS TO
KEEP IT GREEN. HE WAS
VERY INTO KEEPING THE
CAMPUS BEAUTIFUL
-SCO

"They have a nest and when they hatch,
the young ones go into the pond," Engler
said. "We've had problems in the past
where they'll get in there and don't make it
overnight because they can't swim that long.
So if you see a 2x4, tell all your friends to
leave it in there. It's for the ducks to get in
and out."
Facilities expect the pond to be finished
and ready to welcome the fish back soon.

BY ABIGAIL DERKSON
feature writer

aderkson09@winona.edu
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Go green or go home: RecycleMania
inona State University wrapped up an eight week
RecycleMania program this week—a nationwide
W
competition among hundreds of universities to reduce
waste and increase recycling on campus.
Winona State placed 167 out of 256 universities
involved in the competition division, recycling over
122,000 pounds.
Students and staff members gathered Wednesday night

in the Science Lab Center to celebrate the efforts of the
competition. A number of student groups set up tables and
displayed their recycling methods, some showing short
video clips of the eight-week progress.
The event concluded with a screening of the film, "Bag
It: Is Your Life Too Plastic?" The film, a 2010 American
documentary, exposes the effects of plastic waste on the
environment, animal ecosystems, and the human body.

c

o

Winona State efforts spanned campus-wide, as different
student groups sought to contribute to RecycleMania in
their own unique way. Sustainability house members,
residence hall leaders and environmental clubs and
groups all worked hard to raise awareness and get the rest
of the campus involved.
Students Emily Thorpe and Tessa Wells helped
coordinate the "Caught Green Handed" program in
the residence halls for the duration of the event. This
competition involved organizing residence hall teams
which would try and catch people being "green," in
order to earn points. Team members would share a fact
about recycling or waste reduction in order to increase
awareness.
Thorpe, who is also the community mentor for Volans
House on west campus, said it is important for Winona
State to have fiin, competitive events like these that
students will actually take an interest in.
"Without something to grab the student's attention,
it is difficult to raise awareness," Thorpe said. "I think
[with RecycleMania] students did take notice and started
thinking more about their recycling habits."
Rachel Anderson, another student leader involved in
RecycleMania, displayed her booth at the wrap-up event
which focused on different methods of food composting,
which she believes is often forgotten as a recyclable
material.
While this year's event was successful to say the least,
Anderson still thinks more could be done on Winona
State's campus—starting by incorporating mandatory
sustainability classes into university curriculum.
"We've made great progress over the years in diverting
our waste," Anderson said, "but many students don't
know what you can and cannot recycle, or other ways of
contributing."
Thorpe also said that students need to go back to the
fundamentals of waste reduction: reduce, reuse, and
recycle. Many times, Thorpe said, it seems students only
focus on recycling.
"Recycling is very important, but we can't forget the
first two 'R's,'" she said. "Reduce the amount of plastics
you buy and paper that you print. Reuse water bottles and
other items."
Once students pay attention to the small things they can
do in their everyday lives to reduce waste, Winona State
will see more of an improvement, Thorpe said.
With another year of RecycleMania in the books,
Winona State is sure to keep incorporating these
sustainability events on campus.

BY LEAH PERRI
feature writer
lperrill@winona.edu
ALICIA ALVERSON
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s a part of their Great River Reading Series, Winona
.State University invited poet Patricia Kirkpatrick to
read several poems from her latest book "Odessa."
Kirkpatrick, a poet from the Twin Cities whose work
has won the 'Lindquist and Vennum Poetry Prize" along
with the '"•20! 3 Minnesota Book Award in Poetry," has
had her poems featured in poetry journals such as "Prairie
Schooner" and "Agni Online."
Sev eral guests and students were interested to hear
her poetry, looking for inspiration for their own work.
Freshman Ana Alexander and sophomore Griffin Pedelty
came to the reading for their creative writing class.
Kirkpatrick's book "Odessa'' was inspired by her trip to
a n nall town of the same name which lies on the border of
Minnesota and South Dakota.
Through the course of her poetry, she described herself
entering the small town, noticing the golden grass fields
and the old railroads that had been laid along the prairie.
She also talked about how she could not get into the
wildlife refuge after driving for three hours because it was
closed.
Another section of the book was used to describe her
experience with a brain tumor about the size of a baseball
that had developed in her parietal lobe. The poems
describe every emotion she felt during her experience
while she had the tumor and after it was removed. She
explained how the machines and procedures had regressed
her into a childlike mentality or even made her struggle in

finding her identity.
Though the subject matter indicated it had been a very
stressful time for Kirkpatrick and her children, she was
able to use poetry as a way of helping her through the
healing process.
By including personal and compassionate poems,
Kirkpatrick was able to connect with her audience on a
deeper emotional level. Alexander believed poetry helps
with opening up as well.
"Some people can just express themselves better
through poetry," Alexander said.
Pedelty also enjoyed the limited structure to
Kirkpatrick's poetry.
"With less structure you have the ability to say what you
want and express more," Pedelty said.
Kirkpatrick's book also included love poems, modeled
after a form of ancient Chinese poetry.

c i f i a J i f c i J S V J b a i i u res ber poetry at the Great River
BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

Reading Series last week.

JESUS CAZARES

feature writer
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HOW DO YOU HOPE THE WORLD WILL CHANGE IN THE NEXT DECADE?
WILL BEIERSDORF
FRESHMAN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

QUENTIN O'REILLY
FRESHMAN
CANNON FALLS, MINN.

DANIELLE PETERSON
FRESHMAN
CHAMPUN, MINN.

"Less war, feeding the
hungry and making sure
our government makes the
right choices."

"Better air quality, less
terrorism and improved
national security."

"Less physical and emo
tional abuse toward ani
mals."

KAITLIN KOLBINGER
SOPHOMORE
BECKER, MINN.

TODDBROLL
SOPHOMORE
CHASKA, MINN.

MITCH HEID
FRESHMAN
BROWERVILLE, MINN.

"I hope that the world
would become more
tolerant. People should
be more accepting of one
another."

"Feed the hungry, cheaper
health care, shelter the
homeless and provide
education on a larger
scale."

7 hope the price of gas
is not over $2.50 and
a college education is
cheaper."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY JESUS CAZARES
April 16,2014
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Letter: thank you, Senate
W

inona State University Student Senate 2013-2014,
The K.E.A.P. (Knowledge Empowerment Advocacy
and Pluralism) Diversity Resource Center Council would
like to sincerely thank the president, his board and all
the student senators for their amazing support of our
efforts and WSUSS's efforts in creating a more inclusive
environment on our campus.
We thank you for advocating on our behalf for
sustainable funding which provides staff and resources
to enhance inclusion and diversity on our campus. We
are excited to serve the university and have a center that
further prepares our community of learners with the skills
they need to improve our world.
Also, we fully support WSUSS's progressive proposal to
institute a campus-wide biased incidence reporting system,
Winona Witness. We are sure that the implementation of
Winona Witness will be a valuable tool for aggregating
data and validating student experiences.

Winonan Staff

Additionally, The Council would like to recognize
WSUSS for prioritizing and continuing the conversation
surrounding inclusion and diversity issues with their
formation of the Inclusion & Diversity Ad-hoc Committee.
We look forward to all of the positive changes that
committee will make in the future and would like to thank
them for the productive and influential recommendations
they have formed this year.
The Council applauds WSUSS's ability to polish the
many facets of Winona State University's community
allowing us to share the light of WSU's flame. We look
forward to a long and meaningful relationship with
WSUSS, allowing us to shine even brighter, together.
Sincerely,
The K.E.A.P. Diversity Resource Center Council
CONTRIBUTED BY KEAP CENTER COUNCIL

Dear graduates: dream big
T

o the graduating class of 2014,
We have arrived at the starting gate of the next chapter
of our lives. Some of us know where we are headed:
internships, graduate school or perhaps even Capital Hill
(or Australia). Others will drive home for the summer with
no certain direction.
Others will drive their old Chevys down old dirt roads
toward home searching for the most appealing turnoff.
All I can say is to find a dream, something to believe in
with every fiber of your being, every bone in your body.
I do not mean set a goal. I mean dream. There is a
difference. A goal is merely a set date on a calendar by
which to achieve something. A dream is an ambition, a
vision for what is yet to come, something to drive and
push you beyond your limits even when you feel like
giving up.
When you do reach such a point, you have two choices:
either give up or keep fighting for your dream. Do not let
anyone bring you down. Yes, be realistic too, but keep
dreaming. Keep believing. Keep fighting.
When you reach a goal, you often sit and think of and
hope for more. These goals are necessary for creating a

map toward that dream, but when you have a dream, those
goals become stepping-stones. You begin feeling grateful
for taking one step closer to that grand ambition. These
milestones (your goals) turn into celebrations along the
way.
When you have such a dream, I can promise that you
will not feel bummed and wondering if this is all there is
upon reaching a goal because you will know deep down
that there is more to come.
One more thing: your dream must terrify you. I mean to
say that your dream must be bigger than you. This must
be true because you cannot reach this dream alone. We all
need help along the way.
So Warriors, I challenge you to find a dream to believe
in. But first you must believe in yourselves. Stay true to
you. I wish you all the best, and just remember that your
friends are always beside you on this journey we call life.
I'll just say G'day for now. My flight for Sydney,
Australia leaves real soon! Stay strong.
CONTRIBUTED BY CHELSEA PALMER
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The Winonan strives for perfection
in each issue. To this end, we
welcome comments or complaints
about errors that need to be
corrected. Please contact Editor-inChief Marcia RatlifF at MRatliflR)9#
winona.edu with any concerns about
the journalistic integrity of our
publication.

Warrior Waddle
thanks participants
Thanks to everyone who participated in last year's Homecoming Warrior Waddle!
The 7th annual Warrior Waddle 5K is scheduled for Homecoming Weekend at 8 a.m.
Saturday, October 25, at Lake Winona.
In the photo at right, WSU Warrior Waddle volunteer race directors Tom Slaggie
and Kathy Hovell (far left and far right) present the proceeds from the Oct. 2013 6th
Annual Warrior Waddle 5K to some of the track and field scholarship recipients. A
total of six scholarships were awarded. Pictured scholarship recipients are, left to
right, Kelsey Bethke, Natalie Busher, Annie Weinrich, Jessica Young.
CONTRIBUTED BY ANN MCDONALD
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Warriors finish conference season, place fifth in NSIC
T

he Winona State University women's tennis team
closed the books on their conference season this
weekend with the first of a four-game home stand. Playing
the last two of their matches in the N SI C this season, the
Warriors faced off against Upper Iowa and Southwest
Minnesota State. The matches also served as senior day
for the two Warrior seniors, Brittney Freund and Jessica
Urban.
The weekends' play started with the match against
Upper Iowa. The Warriors played the Peacocks close
throughout the match but lost multiple close games.
In the doubles matches, the number one and two spots
were lost by the Warriors, both in tie-breaking scenarios by
a score of 9-8. The doubles team of Andrea Kreuger and
Freund helped the team's cause by winning their match.
In the singles portion of the match, the Warriors fought
back. Aimee Basinski and Kreuger both took home wins in
their individual matches in straight sets. Krueger won by
scores of 6-1 and 6-0, while Basinski won 6-3 and 6-2.

Freund, playing in the sixth spot, won her match which
put the Warriors one win away from beating Upper Iowa.
This was as close to winning as the Warriors would get,
as Upper Iowa pulled off their own comeback and took the
next three matches to take the win against the Warriors.
Looking to bounce back from the loss, the Warriors had
little time to regroup as they played Southwest Minnesota
State the same day. The Warriors looked sharp against
Southwest Minnesota and coasted to a 9-0 win.
The doubles team of Hannah Potter and Urban worked
together to earn their 8-1 win in doubles play. The teams
of Brianna Havelka and Basinski, along with Krueger and
Freund, each took home wins in their doubles matches
with an 8-2 score.
The Warriors kept up this level of intensity in the singles
play to sweep Southwest Minnesota in six matches.
All four Warriors won their six matches in straight sets.
Havelka and Krueger were each winners in their matches
by scores of 6-0 and 6-0 at the fourth and fifth positions

respectively. Other Warriors with wins included Potter with
scores of 6-1 and 6-0, Urban with 6-2 and 6-0, Basinski
with 6-1 and 6-0 and Freund with 6-1 and 6-1 scores.
Winona State finished the conference portion of the
season with a 7-4 record, which placed the Warriors fifth in
the NSIC. The Warriors are now 8-12 overall on the season
with one more weekend of play remaining on the schedule.
Next weekend the Warriors will conclude their
regular season with a pair of games at the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Winona State will take on host school UW-La Crosse at
3 p.m. on Thursday, April 17 in their first game.
The season will conclude with matches against Luther
College at 1 p.m. on Friday, April 18.
BY DILLON HOGAN

sports reporter

dhogan11(cV.winona.edu

Track and field reaches qualifying mark
L

ast weekend the Winona State
University track and field team made
an eight-hour dive to Pittsburg, Kan. for the
David Suenram Gorilla Classic.
The Warriors won two events, set a
school record and recorded an NCAA
Division II Outdoor Championship
qualifying mark.
Jordan Skelly had the biggest day for
the Warriors. Skelly recorded a time of
11:16.71 in the 3000-meter steeplechaseseven seconds better than the previous
school record. Skelly won the event and
finished two seconds away from an NCAA
Championship qualifying mark.
"It was great seeing everything come
together like that," Skelly said. "It was a
fun day."
Jordan Paschke was the second eventwinner of the day. She posted a time of
18:34.59 to take the 5000-meter run title.
Jessica Young also cracked the top five in
the 5000-meter run. Young posted a time of
19:04.05 to take second.
The Warriors collected three more
second place finishes led by the 4x400
meter relay team, which posted a time of
04:01.83.
Delany Miller posted a NCAA
Championship qualifying mark in the
discus throw. She threw 45.26 meters to
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earn her a second place finish in the event.
Miller was also third in the hammer
throw. She threw for a distance of 49.434
meters. The redshirt freshman now has a
provisional qualifying mark in both the
discus and hammer throw.
Two other Warriors finished in the top
five of the hammer throw. Abbey Ristow
took fourth, finishing one and a half meters
short of a provisional qualifying mark and
Nicole Nelson placed fifth.
Catherine Whitcomb posted a second
place finish in the 400-meter run with a
time of 58.41. Kelsey Bethke took third in
the same event with a time of 59.27.
Bethke placed second in the 800-meter
run with a time of 02:18.58.
Three more Warriors finished in the top
ten in the 800-meter run.
Madeline Tompach took fifth, Tara
Roelofs placed sixth and Amanda Kaiser
placed eighth.
Andrea Bartz added a fourth place
finish in the triple j ump, while the 4x100meter relay team finished fourth in their
respective event.
Hannah Mueller, Natalie Busher, Chelsea
Schrubbe, Taylor Vogel and Megan Seidl
all placed fifth in their respective events.
"For being a meet in early April you
don't expect people to have lifetime

best performances," head coach Mason
Rebarchek said. "At this point in the season
you are just trying to get out and compete.
Hopefully this is a sign of good things to
come."
Winona Sate will see limited amounts of
their conference opponents until the NSIC
Outdoor Championship meet in May in
Winona. Rebarchek said this is due to the
Warriors being the southernmost team in
the conference.
"You don't want to go north in the
early part of the outdoor season. We try
to schedule meets to the south where the
weather is much nicer," Raberchek said.
In less than four weeks the Warriors
will be hosting their first NSIC Outdoor
Championship meet in school history.
"I always say it's a good thing when you
can sleep in your own bed and don't have
to take a bus somewhere, so hopefully that
helps us," Rebarchek said.
The Warriors will be back in action April
18 when they travel to La Crosse, Wis. to
compete in the Esten Challenge.

BY TJ LEVERENTZ

sports reporter

tleverentzl 2@winona.edu
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The
saneness
of
INSANITY
I
NSANITY has a name that may deter
many away from its benefits. The word
insanity, mixed with a workout routine, can
make participants think they are going to
dive into an Olympian-type work out.
Jake Edwards, a Winona State senior
and INSANITY instructor for the past two
years, said, "I think a lot of people think
you actually are insane to do INSANITY,
but really you just work to the highest level
you can go, which varies for everyone
throughout the session."
While the workout is tough, it is not
insane. Edwards sees the workout as a way
to work at a maximum level of energy.
"INSANITY is a cardio-based total-body
conditioning program that is based on
max interval training. This type of training
avoids working at one level of exertion,
and forces your body to adapt," Edwards
said.
The workout is about getting the body
to the ultimate level of energy and keeping
it there. Edward's job is to motivate
and ensure the safety of INSANITY
participants.
Kim Doll, a Winona State student who is
a new INSANITY instructor this year, sees
INSANITY as a different kind of workout
and believes in the benefits of the program.

"I teach INSANITY, and I am there to
motivate the people, to keep them going
and to get them fit," Doll said.
The sessions provided at Winona State
University take place right across from
the weight room in the IWC with Doll
conducting classes on Monday and
Thursday nights and Edwards instructing
on Tuesday nights.
Doll said the workout begins with a
vigorous ten-minute warm up. Then the
participants stretch and go right into a
circuit. Doll explained there are three
circuits involving four different moves
for thirty seconds, each for a total of two
minutes. After each circuit, participants get
a thirty second break and then the circuits
keep going.
Doll said INSANITY used to be a
DVD program, like P90X, but it has now
transitioned into a fitness class.
To become an INSANITY instructor,
Edwards and Doll had to take a class and
perform a two-minute audition. After being
chosen they had to go through additional
training.
As an INSANITY instructor, Edwards
sees many positives. He said he appreciates
the facility they are allowed to use and also
enjoys seeing the progress of his students.

"My other favorite thing has to be seeing
the improvement of the regulars who come
in weekly," Edwards said. "Seeing their
level of fitness grow week by week is
extremely satisfying as a trainer."
Doll agreed. She said she taught a guy
who has lost thirty pounds since entering
her class this semester.
Even with a name like INSANITY, the
instructors struggled to find any negatives
associated with the job.
"My least favorite part of the class
has to be the amount of laundry I have
to do because of it. You work up a good
sweat during the class, so you don't leave
thinking you can wear the shirt again for
the next workout," Edwards said.

The amount of time associated with the
job can also provide a challenge.
"Sometimes it's hard to find time to
make routines and teach it. But nothing
about the job is hard, I love it," Doll said.
Both instructors said they encourage
everyone to come try the hourlong routine
on Monday or Tuesday night at 7 p.m. and
Thursday night at 5 p.m.

BY CHRISTIAN SOPKOWIAK
sports reporter
csopkowiakl 1@winona.edu

Women's golf sixth at Upper Iowa Invite
T

he Winona State University women's golf team shot
a 338 in its second round of play to claim sixth place
as a team on April 6 at the Upper Iowa Invitational in
Columbus, Neb.
After their first round of play, the Warriors found
themselves sitting in seventh place as a team after shooting
a 365, but were able to improve their overall standing to
sixth after four of the five team members bettered their
first round play totals.
Marissa Geyer led Winona State with a two-round total
of 172. She totaled 90 strokes during the opening round
and finished her meet with an 82. Geyer tied for 17th place
individually with Andrea Dwyer of Concordia University,
St. Paul.
Katya Hoffman finished one stroke back from Geyer
with a combined total of 173 to crack the top 20.
After shooting a 95 during round one and 78 after round
two, she tied for 19th place overall with Katie O'Loughlin
of Upper Iowa University.
Courtney Hagen and Kelly Blegen tied for 27th place,
each with combined totals of 179.
In Hagen's opening round, she shot an 89 followed by a
90 on her second day.
Kelly Blegen opened with a 91 and concluded her
invitational with 88 shots.
Katie Blegen finished her meet 38th overall after
shooting a 97 on day one and a 90 on day two to shoot a
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combined 187.
Augustana College won the invitational with a total of
319. Minnesota State University-Mankato was second
(334), Concordia University, St. Paul was third (340),
St. Cloud State University was fourth (352), host school
Upper Iowa University was fifth (350), Winona State
University was sixth (365), University of Central Missouri
was seventh (361), Minot State University was eighth
(386) and the University of Minnesota Crookston was
ninth (405).
Kanyapak Sethasompobe of Minnesota State UniversityMankato claimed the individual title with a total of 155
(80-75). Allie Ostrander of Augustana (81-76) and Dani
Selberg of Minnesota State-Mankato (79-78) tied for
second place, each with a total of 157. Marissa Toivonen
of Augustana was fourth with a total of 160 (80-80) and
teammate Maggie Leland rounded out the top five with a
total of 161 shots (79-82).
On Saturday, April 12, the Warriors began play in the
opening round of the Augustana Invitational in Sioux
Falls, S.D.
Hoffman led the way for Winona State, after shooting an
81 during her first round to put her in 19th place overall.
Geyer tied for 28th place after shooting an 83 and Katie
Blegen was one stroke back with an 84.
Hagen opened her invitational play by shooting an 89.
Kelly Blegen and Jessica Reagan round out the Warrior

lineup with first rounds of 92 and 95, respectively.
Due to weather, the final round of the invitational was
called off.
The Warriors finished in eighth place as a team with
their day one total of 337 strokes.
Host school Augustana won the team championship
with a total of 302 shots. Concordia University, St. Paul
was second (305), Minnesota State-Mankato was third
(310), Sioux Falls was fourth (313), St. Cloud State and
Southwest Minnesota State tied for fifth (331), NebraskaKearney was seventh (335), Winona State was eighth
(337), Minot State was ninth (353), Minnesota Crookston
was tenth (384) and South Dakota School of Mines
finished in 11th with a total of 389 shots.
Augustana's Ostrander won the individual title with 69
total shots and her teammate, Leland was second with a
71. Rachel Gray of Concordia-St. Paul rounded out the top
three with a 72.
The women's golf team will have the upcoming
weekend off to prepare for the final two rounds of the
NSIC Championships on April 26-27 in Morton, Minn.

BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter
kbridenhagen11 @winona.edu
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Warrior baseball heats up
before weather cancelation
T

he cold weather has been the Winona State University
baseball team's enemy this year, causing a slow
start to their season by forcing cancelations and indoor
practices.
Even after a few warm and sunny days, the weather was
a hindrance for the Warriors this weekend as the second
doubieheader of the four-game series against Bemidji State
was canceled due to cold temperatures in Bemidji, Minn.
The Warriors were able to play their first doubieheader
against Bemidji State on Saturday and won both games.
They also split a doubieheader against Southwest
Minnesota State on April 9 in Marshall, Minn.
The first game against Southwest Minnesota State
University resulted in a win for Winona State, 8-5.
Head coach Kyle Poock said the Warriors pitched well,
played good defense and executed offensively to give
them the win.
SMSU scored the first run of the game, but Travis
Evanson answered in the top of the second inning with a
double, which allowed him to score for the Warriors and
tie the game.

In the fourth inning, SMSU hit a home run to score two
runs and take back the lead. The Warriors answered in
the next inning when the bases were loaded and Andrew
Geislinger was hit by a pitch, crediting him with an RBI.
Ryan Nyhagen followed with a two-RBI single to put the
Warriors up 4-3.
Winona State's lead was extended after Evanson hit
a home run in the top of the sixth inning. Tyler Nehring
produced a three-run hit in the seventh inning to stretch
the Warrior's lead even further, 8-3. SMSU cut the lead
to 8-5 in the seventh inning but were unable to defeat the
Warriors. The final game of the doubieheader brought a
loss for Winona State in a close game of 6-5.
The game was scoreless until the third inning when
SMSU took the lead, 1-0. In the top of the fourth inning,
Jesus Cazares scored for the Warriors followed by a twoRBI double from Geislinger to score Jonathan Nelson and
Cazares. SMSU answered in the bottom of the inning and
regained their lead, 4-3.
In the seventh inning Evanson hit a two-run home run
to give the Warriors a 5-4 lead. They held the lead until
the bottom of the ninth inning when SMSU hit a home run
to tie the game. After back-to-back strikeouts from Scott
Freiburger, SMSU hit back-to-back doubles to conclude
the game and defeat Winona State, 6-5.
"We played well enough that we should have won the
game," Freiburger said. "The bullpen threw well and a
couple of unexecuted pitches late in the game led to a
couple of runs that ended up costing us the game."
On Saturday, April 12 the Warriors played their first and
only doubieheader of the four-game series against Bemidji
State. Poock said Bemidji State has been a team to always
hit the ball well, but it is unknown what to expect from
their opponent.
"They had a really good team last year and played really
well," Poock said. "They were senior dominated so now
they have a lot of freshman on their roster, but we can
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anticipate that they're going to keep on swinging the bat
well."
In the first game Winona State scored the first five runs
beginning with Geislinger who hit a single to bring home
Nathan Krause in the top of the second imiing.
In the third inning Mike Wasilik and Nyhagen were on
base to set up Evanson to score one on a RBI single. Brett
Young followed by plating Wasilik. Lucas Crimmins hit a
double to score Evanson.
The Warriors increased their lead 5-0 in the fifth inning
when Geislinger hit his second RBI single of the game.
Bemidji State answered with two runs in the bottom of the
inning, scoring the final runs and giving Winona State the
win, 5-2.
Game two of the doubieheader gave Winona State
another victory, 16-0. The first two runs of the game were
scored in the top of the third after Evanson doubled to
score Nyhagen.
The Warriors extended their lead 6-0 in the fourth
inning. Michael Hommes stole second while Geislinger
made his way to home. Nyhagen and Nehring each singled
runs and with the bases loaded, Cazares was hit by a pitch
to plate another.
Nyhagen scored Hommes on a two-run home run in the
fifth inning. An RBI single from Geislinger in the sixth
inning increased Winona State's lead, 9-0.

After Wasilik walked in the top of the seventh inning,
Nehring hit a home run. Two more singles followed and
Cazares doubled to plate one. Krause hit an RBI single
followed by a double from Geislinger, scoring one more.
To finish the game, Hommes hit an RBI groundout
and Wasilik concluded with an RBI double, shutting out
Bemidji State 16-0.
Between both games the Warriors had a total of 30 hits
and pitchers Chase Blazier and Will Lundquist combined
to allow a pair of runs.
Blazier allowed only nine hits and two runs in the first
game and Lundquist scattered six hits and struck out five in
the second game, remaining perfect and moving his record
4-0.
The final doubieheader against Bemidji State was
canceled and will not be made up. The Warriors are 12-15
overall and 9-6 in NSIC play.
Winona State will hit the road Friday and head to
Minot, N.D. to face Minot State in a four-game series this
weekend.

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter

amuellerl 2@winona.eda
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Warriors grab eighth consecutive victory
T

he Winona State University softball
team had a personal home run derby,
belting six long balls as the Warriors swept
Concordia-St. Paul, Wednesday in St. Paul.
Winona State had three solo shots in a
3-2 win in the opener before crushing out
three more homers in a 14-4 victory in the
nightcap.
Ashley Walker, Morgan Lintz and Mary
Turitto each hit home runs in the first game
before seeing Reed Karsten, Jenny Nelson
and Lintz go deep in the second game.
Winona State put on a hitting clinic dealing
out 27 hits, 11 of those going for extra
bases.
Walker became the 12th player in
Winona State history to reach 100 RBIs
when she swatted a pitch over the rightcenter fence in the first inning of the opener
to give the Warriors a 1 -0 advantage.
Lintz surpassed a milestone of her own
in the second inning, crushing her 20th
home run of her career—a solo shot to give
the Warriors an advantage of 2-1. Only
six other Warriors have had 20 home runs
in their careers. Turitto also added to the
onslaught in the second, following Lintz'
homer with one of her own to give the
Warriors a 3-1 lead.
The Golden Bears would cut the deficit
to one in the bottom half of the second, but
neither squad would score the rest of the
game to give Winona State the victory, 3-2.
Walker improved her record to 8-4 on the
hill, tossing a complete game while giving
up a pair of runs, one of which was earned.
She also had a trio of strikeouts, while
getting herself out of a jam, with the bases
loaded in the seventh to cement the victory.
The Warriors recorded 11 hits in the first
game, with Reed Karsten, Lexi Perez and
Turitto each posting two.
Winona State raced out to lead in the
second game, plating three runs in the first
inning on RBI singles by Evie Schaller,
Lintz and Turitto. Concordia-St. Paul
answered back with a run in the bottom of
the first and three more in the second to
claim a 4-3 lead.
The Golden Bear's time atop the
scoreboard would be short, as the Warriors
plated five in the third to reclaim the lead,
8-4. Two singles and a walk put runners on
every base for the Warriors in the third with
Shannon Nelson bringing in the first run of
the inning with a RBI single.
Karsten highl ighted the inning off two
batters later, swatting a three-run shot over
the left field fence to give the Warriors
a 7-4 lead. Walker drew a walk and was
brought around on a double by Nelson to
finish off the scoring for Winona State.
The Warriors weren't done on the deep
ball. Nelson hit a two-run shot in the fifth
to plate Karsten who started the inning off
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with a single.
Lintz finished off the sweep in the
seventh, hitting a grand slam over the
left field fence to increase the lead, 14-4.
The home run gave the junior her second
milestone of the day, joining Walker in the
Winona State's 100-RBIs club.
"Overall, offensively we all did a really
nice job staying patient and taking better
approaches at the plate," Lintz said. "I
think everyone was very determined to not
only get these four games in despite the
weather but also come out with four wins,
and I felt that we did a great job putting
at bats together when necessary to score
runners."
The Warn ors got production from its
entire offense, with seven different players
posting two hits. Jenny Nelson went 2-of-2
from the plate with a double, home run and
three RBIs, while Lintz went 2-for-4 with
five RBIs.
Hanna Lythberg improved her record to
12-2 on the mound after striking out seven
while tossing a complete game.
Winona State was victorious in two
different ways on Friday, exploding on the
offensive end in the opener and getting
a shutout from Lythberg in the nightcap
to sweep Minnesota State University
Moorhead.
The Warriors plated 14 runs for the
second time to earn a 14-4 victory in the
first game before coasting to a 2-0 victory
in the second game thanks to Lythberg.
Winona State got right to scoring in
the first inning of game one, plating three
in their first time at the plate. Singles by
Brooke Piotrowski and Ashley Walker,
and a walk by Karsten loaded the bases,
setting the Warriors up for their trio of runs.
Jenny Nelson hit a sacrifice fly to left field
to bring in Piotrowski, while Lintz plated
Karsten on a single. Walker came around
to score in the frame on a sacrifice fly by
Turitto.
Moorhead recovered all three runs in the
top of the third, getting a two-run homer
by Brittany York and an RBI single from
Kristen Nordby later in the inning to tie it
up at three.
The Warriors would reclaim the lead in
the bottom half of the third, scoring twice
to take a 5-3 advantage. Winona State once
again put runners on all of the bases with
Schaller coming through with a single to
score a pair.
Winona State tacked on to its lead,
scoring three more runs in the fourth and
two more in the fifth to take a 10-4 lead.
Walker got an RBI on a groundout in the
fourth, with another run scoring on the
play, thanks to an error by the Dragons.
Lintz chipped in a double to score one and
improve the Warrior's advantage, 8-3.

The Dragons got a run back in the top of
the fifth, but Walker came through again
with a single to bring around Lexi Perez
and Piotrowski and extend Winona State's
lead, 10-4.
The Warriors capped the opener with
four runs in the bottom of the sixth.
Allyson O'Herron singled to plate Brianna
Hornberg, setting up a three-run homer by
Jessica Kullmann to finish the game and
give Winona State a victory, 14-4.
Michelle Lund (3-0) earned the victory
on the hill, tossing 3 and 1/3 innings in
relief, allowing four hits and one run.
The nightcap was a pitcher's duel out of
the gate, with both pitchers taking shutouts
into the sixth inning. The Warriors got
two runs in the bottom of the frame, with
Karsten and Walker getting on base to
begin the rally. Lintz followed up with a
two-run single to right-center, giving the
Warriors the victory and the sweep.
Lythberg allowed three hits and struck
out seven to improve her record to 13-2 on
the year.
A one-hitter on the mound from Walker
earned Winona State another sweep, this
one against Northern State on Saturday.
The Warriors plated five runs in the
bottom half of the fourth of the opener
to pull away with an 8-0 five-inning win
while recording six runs in both the first
and fourth innings of the nightcap to finish
the sweep, 12-4.
Walker (9-4) only allowed a single in
the top of the second, walking none and
recording four strikeouts. She chipped in a
home run and three RBIs.
"It was a little challenging to stay
focused at first due to the rain delays and
pushing our games back because it was
difficult to get into game mode, but once
I was in my groove, it became easier to
maintain focus," Walker said. "Our defense
was strong behind me, which always
helps take the pressure off the pitcher and
it played a key role in both of our wins
today."
Winona State got on the scoreboard in
the second inning of game one, getting an
RBI groundout from Cydnei Gunderson to
plate Lintz, who started things off with a
single.
Walker tacked on two runs to the
Warrior effort in the third inning, slapping
a home run over the left-center fence to
give Winona State a 3-0 lead. This was
the 20th of her career and she became the
eighth player in school history to reach
that milestone. She joined Lintz in the
20-homer club, with the first baseman
surpassing the mark earlier in the week at
Concordia-St. Paul.
Karsten netted her second hit of the game
one batter before Walker, setting her up for

the two-run shot.
The Warriors pulled away in the fourth,
plating five to take an 8-0 lead. Walker
brought in the first run on a sacrifice fly
and Nelson singled to score another. Lintz
put the exclamation point on the inning,
belting a three-run home run to make the
advantage 8-0.
Karsten and Lintz each went 2-for-3
while Nelson posted hits in both of her
at bats. Lintz and Walker each brought in
three runs to pave the way for the Warriors.
After allowing three runs in the top of the
first in the nightcap, Winona State recorded
six runs on one hit in the bottom half of the
frame to stake a 6-3 advantage. The last
three runs in the inning from Winona State
were scored with thanks to Northern State
errors.
Neither team would score again until the
bottom of the fourth, with Winona State
netting its second six-run inning of the
game to build its advantage to 12-3.
A single by Karsten and a double by
Walker placed a pair of runners on to begin
the inning.
Nelson followed up with an RBI double
to plate both runners while scoring herself
one batter later thanks to a Turitto single.
Schaller followed with a single of her
own to improve the lead, 10-3. Karly Olson
brought one more hit later in the inning
with a final runner scoring on a Wolf error
during the play.
Northern State was able to get an
unearned run in the top half of the fifth, but
Michelle Lund got out of the jam to cement
the victory.
The Warriors needed seven hits to record
their 12 runs, and drew eight walks in the
second game.
Lythberg improved her record to 14-2
on the season, tossing four innings and
striking out two. The sophomore allowed
three runs on three hits in the first inning
before getting in the zone, not giving up a
hit the rest of the game.
Winona State (28-6 overall, 11-3 NSIC)
will finish its six-game homestand Tuesday
when it plays host to Minnesota State.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter

sthiel ll@winona.edu
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JESUS CAZARES

Winona State at bat against Bemidji State.
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